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Should	the	United	Kingdom	Remain	a	Member	of	the	European	Union?		
	
	 	

BREMAIN	(For)	
	

BREXIT	(Against)	
	

	
The	Economic	Argument		

	
1.	 It	will	be	cheaper	for	

businesses	in	the	UK	to	export	
to	other	European	member	
states	and	for	the	UK	to	import	
from	Europe.	New	deals	can	be	
established	but	these	are	take	
a	very	long	time.		The	deal	with	
Canada	is	still	ongoing	and	has	
taken	7	years.		Deals	with	
Switzerland	are	numerous	and	
have	taken	over	20	years.			The	
two	year	grace	period	that	is	
permitted	under	Article	50	of	
the	Treaty	of	the	European	
Union	(which	governs	what	
will	happen	in	the	event	of	a	
country	leaving	the	EU),	allows	
a	two	year	grace	period	in	
which	the	exiting	member	can	
continue	to	trade	with	the	EU	
whilst	it	negotiates	new	trade	
deals.		(Look	at	the	time	
lengths	above).		This	2	year	
period	is	extendable	but	has	to	
be	agreed	by	all	other	member	
states;	not	likely	if	they,	having	
already	agreed	to	grant	the	UK	
a	number	of	special	
concessions	in	the	deal	that	
Cameron	negotiated	in	
February	2016,	are	then	
snubbed	by	us.		France	are	
already	interested	in	taking	
over	the	UK’s	dominance	of	the	
European	financial	centre.	
Whilst	they	have	said	they	
would	do	everything	they	can	
to	keep	us	in;	there	is	nothing	
to	say	that	they	will	do	

New	deals	can	be	made.			
Furthermore,	at	present,	we	are	not	
at	liberty	to	negotiate	our	own	trade	
deals.	Being	part	of	the	EU	means	that	
we	have	to	negotiate	as	a	bloc.		If	we	
leave	the	EU,	we	will	be	in	a	position	
to	negotiate	deals	with	countries	such	
as	China,	India	and	the	United	States	
without	having	to	do	so	as	part	of	a	
28	member	bloc.		The	Better	Off	Out	
Campaign	insists	that	we	will	have	
more	freedom	to	create	stronger	
deals	with	other	nations.			
	
Not	being	in	the	EU	does	mean	that	
trade	with	the	EU	will	dry	up	entirely	
as	the	UK	would	fall	back	on	World	
Trade	Organisation	rules.	
	
We	would	have	the	freedom	to	
restore	UK	customs	and	traditions.		
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everything	they	can	to	make	
life	easy	for	us	if	we	leave.		
That	is	a	whole	new	ball	game	
entirely.			
	

2.		 EU	membership	has	helped	to	
open	markets	to	the	UK.		This	
includes	attracting	investment	
to	the	UK,	not	only	investment	
from	other	member	states	but	
from	non-member	state	
countries	who	seek	to	
establish	a	trade	deal	with	the	
EU	as	a	whole.		Furthermore,	
non-EU	countries	are	attracted	
to	having	a	base	in	the	UK	in	
order	to	gain	pivotal	access	to	
the	large	European	trading	
bloc.		
	
The	Bank	of	England	says	that	
EU	membership	has	seen	
increased	openness	to	the	flow	
of	trade,	investment	and	
labour.		Openness	helps	
economic	growth	and	
improves	living	standards.			
	

Openness	also	leaves	the	UK	more	
exposed	to	economic	and	financial	
shocks	from	overseas.			

3.		 The	freedom	of	movement	of	
workers	means	that	we	can	
work	anywhere	we	want	in	
Europe	and	similarly,	they	can	
come	here;	thereby	
contributing	both	to	taxes	and	
also	increases	the	amount	
spent	in	the	consumer	sector.		
	

Some	view	this	provision	as	
something	that	lowers	wages	(due	to	
the	willingness	of	other	nationalities	
to	accept	lower	wages)	and	decreases	
the	number	of	jobs	available	to	our	
own	nationals.		
	

4.		 If	they	work	here,	they	pay	tax.		
How	they	spend	that	money	is	
irrelevant;	as	is	whether	they	
send	it	home	or	not.		This	
argument	fails	to	take	into	
account	the	high	number	of	
highly	qualified	workers	we	
have	working	here	who	choose	
to	put	that	money	back	in	to	
our	economy	by	way	of	
consumer	spending.			
	

There	 is	an	argument	 from	countries	
in	 Europe	 that	 signed	 up	 to	 the	 EU	
that	 they	 would	 improve	
economically	 and	 be	 in	 a	 position	 to	
offer	their	citizens	the	same	standard	
of	living	that	we	experience	here;	and	
yet	this	is	not	the	case.	Wages	remain	
low	and	costs	are	prohibitive;	thereby	
fuelling	 the	desire	 to	come	and	work	
here	 in	 an	 effort	 to	 make	 more	
money;	which	is	then	sent	back	home	
in	remittances	for	their	families.		
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The	disappointment	of	other	
EU	countries	on	not	attaining	a	
parallel	standard	of	living	to	us	
on	becoming	part	of	the	EU,	
whilst	unfortunate,	should	
have	little	bearing	on	our	
decision	to	stay	or	go.		We	are	
not	part	of	the	Eurozone	and	
never	will	be.		It	is	unrealistic	
to	assume	that	every	single	
member	state	will	attain	equal	
wealth	just	as	a	result	of	being	
part	of	it.			
	
	

	

5.	
			

Negotiating	trade	deals	takes	
time	and	in	that	time,	there	
will	be	a	large	degree	of	
uncertainty.		Business	does	not	
like	uncertainty	and	it	could	
pivot	the	non-European	ones	
to	leave	the	UK	and	seek	other	
European	bases.	
	

Whilst	there	is	uncertainty,	there	is	
no	precedent	to	say	that	it	will	be	a	
bad	thing	for	the	UK:	we	could	
negotiate	better	trade	deals	that	work	
more	in	our	favour.		

6.		 In	order	to	gain	access	to	a	
European	Common	Market,	we	
would	still	need	to	contribute	
economically	for	this	privilege.		
Norway	and	Switzerland	also	
have	to	pay	to	trade	with	the	
EU,	although	they	are	not	part	
of	the	EU.	Furthermore,	
European	legislation	has	to	be	
adopted	as	a	‘quid	pro	quo’	for	
accessing	the	single	market.		
Despite	having	to	adhere	to	
this,	neither	Norway,	nor	
Switzerland,	has	any	say	in	
creating	or	shaping	that	
legislation.		Norway	is	still	
bound	by	some	EU	regulations	
in	the	workplace;	one	of	those	
being	the	European	Working	
Time	Directive.		(More	detailed	
information	on	this	below	in	
‘The	Alternatives’).			
	

The	amount	that	we	would	have	to	
pay	is	less	than	the	amount	we	would	
put	in.		
	
Norway	is	a	much	smaller	economy	
than	the	UK.		The	fact	that	we	are	
larger	and	more	influential	works	in	
our	favour	when	it	comes	to	the	
negotiating	table.			

7.	 The	EU	provides	a	great	deal	of	
funding	for	collaborative	

We	will	have	more	money	if	we	don’t	
have	to	pay	into	the	EU.	
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scientific	research.		The	UK	is	
one	of	the	EU’s	largest	
recipients	of	said	funding;	only	
Germany	receives	more.		We	
have	more	European	Research	
Council	funded	projects	than	
any	other	country.		Much	of	
this	is	dependent	on	the	free	
movement	of	scientists	into	the	
UK.		To	continue	to	attract	
those	scientists	to	us,	we	need	
that	freedom	of	movement.		
	

	
The	Leave	Campaign’s	figure	of	our	
weekly	contribution	of	£350	to	the	EU	
is	half	of	England’s	budget	for	
schools.		(Remember	this	figure	does	
not	take	into	account	the	rebates	that	
we	automatically	receive).			
	
They	say	that	part	of	this	money	
could	be	spent	to	finance	research	
projects	in	the	scientific	sector.		
	

8.	 UK	exporters	would	struggle	to	
maintain	their	market	share	if	
trading	tariffs	were	less	
favourable.			
	

	

9.	 How	can	this	be	the	case?		If	
we	are	no	longer	part	of	a	
trade	agreement,	it	will	
become	more	expensive	for	us	
to	import.	This	doesn’t	just	
mean	exporting	from	EU	
countries.		The	deal	we	have	
with	Japan	is	EU	based.		We	
will	have	to	renegotiate	this	
deal.		If	this	ends	up	taking	
more	than	the	two	years	that	
we	are	given	according	to	the	
exit	provisions	provided	under	
Article	50,	if	the	other	EU	
member	states	are	not	inclined	
to	extend	this	period,	it	will	
make	the	cost	of	importing	
cars	from	Japan	more	
expensive’;	not	to	say	what	it	
would	do	to	the	electrical	
goods	that	we	import	from	
China.		
	

The	Out	Campaign	attest	 that	 leaving	
the	 EU	will	 crate	 a	 freedom	 to	make	
savings	for	the	UK	consumer.		
	

10.	 Britain’s	trade	with	the	EU	is	
12.6%	of	our	GDP.		EU	trade	
with	Britain	is	3.1%	of	their	
GDP.		We	stand	to	lose	more.		
	

	

11.	 43%	of	our	exports	are	in	the	
service	industry.		This	is	
another	thing	that	would	need	
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to	be	negotiated;	it’s	not	just	
about	goods	that	are	exported.		
	

12.	 On	the	value	of	the	pound	in	
the	event	of	a	Brexit.		On	
Thursday	5th	May	2016,	Chris	
Giles	wrote	about	his	concerns	
in	the	FT.		He	says	that	the	
sterling	only	has	to	fall	8%	in	
value	against	the	euro,	from	
€1.26	today	to	€1.14,	for	
France	to	overtake	the	UK	as	
the	world’s	5th	largest	
economy.		Most	economists	
expect	a	depreciation	in	the	£	
in	the	event	of	a	Brexit	
decision.				
	
	

Whilst	being	in	the	EU	has	boosted	
growth	in	the	past,	there	is	no	
guarantee	that	it	would	do	so	in	the	
future.		The	impact	of	a	vote	to	leave	
would	depend	on	(1)	the	trading	
agreements	that	are	subsequently	
drawn	up;	and	(2)	the	economic	
policies	adopted	by	the	government	
after	we	leave.			
	
Whilst	there	is	some	merit	in	Chris	
Giles’	predications,	these	are	just	
predications	and	speculations.			
	
In	an	article	in	May’s	Standpoint	
magazine,	the	economist	Tim	
Congdon	says	that	being	in	the	EU	
does	not	define	the	value	of	the	£.		
Switzerland,	he	says,	does	not	belong	
to	the	EU	and	until	2002,	did	not	
belong	to	the	UN.		The	Swiss	franc	is	
‘about	as	lonely	a	currency	as	could	
be	imagined’		and	yet,	it	has	
appreciated	against	all	the	world’s	
other	currencies,	including	the	euro,	
in	the	last	50	years.		Japan,	in	a	
geographical	sense,	is	Asia’s	most	
peripheral	nation	and	yet,	the	
currency	has	been	strong	for	much	of	
the	last	four	decades.			
	
There	is	a	concern	that	if	we	vote	for	
Brexit,	there	will	be	collapses	in	the	
value	of	the	pound	and	the	stock	
market.		The	article	states	that	‘no	
facts	or	data	show	that	EU	
membership	affects	the	long-run	
valuation	basis	of	the	currencies,	
stock	markets	and	assets	in	general	of	
EU	member	states	relative	to	the	
currencies,	stock	markets	and	assets	
of	non	EU	member	states.		The	sky	
hasn’t	fallen	in	because	the	US,	Japan,	
Canada	and	others	are	not	EU	
members;	the	sky	will	not	fall	in	
because	the	UK	is	not	an	EU	member’.		
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Lastly,	the	article	points	out	that	
when	Britain	pulled	out	of	the	ERM	
(European	Exchange	Rate	
Mechanism)	in	1992,	or	economy	
bounced	back.		Whilst	the	£	did	fall	in	
value,	interest	rates	did	come	down	
and	the	economy	recovered.			
	

13.	 This	is	not	strictly	true.		
According	to	www.fullfact.org	
a	UK	non	partisan	fact	
checking	charity,	this	figure	is	
what	we	would	send	were	it	
not	for	the	rebates	that	we	
receive	automatically.		The	
actual	payment	is	different	
from	year	to	year	but	last	year,	
it	was	£250	million	a	week.			
	
In	terms	of	the	level	of	say	we	
have	in	how	the	money	we	
receive	back	from	the	EU	is	
spent,	it	is	worth	noting	that	
the	EU	budget	is	proposed	by	
the	European	Commission	on	
which	the	UK	has	members.		It	
is	the	subject	of	consultation	
with	the	European	Parliament	
on	which	the	UK	elects	members	
and	it	is	finally	agreed	by	the	
European	Council,	which	
includes	the	UK	Prime	Minister.		
	
Vis-à-vis	contributions.		All	of	
the	Member	States	of	the	EU	
cannot	be	net	financial	gainers	
from	the	organization	in	the	
same	way	that	every	nation	
and	country	in	the	UK	cannot	
be	net	financial	gainers.		In	
every	international	
organization	and	every	nation	
state,	different	members	or	
different	parts	make	different	
net	contributions	depending	
on	their	relative	wealth	or	
prosperity.		The	UK,	as	one	of	
the	richest	members	of	the	EU,	

The	out	campaign	say	that	for	the	
£350	million	a	week	we	contribute	to	
the	EU,	we	get	less	than	half	of	this	
back	and	have	no	control	over	how	
that	money	we	do	get	back	is	spent	as	
it	is	all	decided	by	politicians	and	
officials	in	Brussels.			
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does	make	a	net	contribution;	
as	do	other	richer	member	
states	like	Germany.			
NB:	a	‘net’	contribution	is	what	the	
member	state	contributes	after	the	
amount	that	it	has	got	back	in	return.		
	
According	to	www.fullfact.org,	
in	2015	the	UK	government	
paid	£13	billion	to	Europe.		EU	
spending	on	the	UK	in	turn	was	
£4.5	billion.		This	leaves	a	net	
UK	contribution	of	£8.5	billion.		
	
However,	it	must	be	noted	that	
this	£4.5	billion	is	money	that	
is	taken	in	the	public	sector.		
This	does	not	include	the	
private	sector,	which	includes	
things	like	research	grants.		In	
2013,	these	grants	alone	had	
an	estimated	value	of	£1.4	
billion.	
	

	 Of	the	economists	that	have	
expressed	support	for	
‘Bremain’	amongst	them	are	as	
follows:	fellows	from	the	Royal	
Economic	Society;	a	
publication	written	by	the	
Centre	of	Economic	
Performance	at	London	School	
of	Economics;	Price	
Waterhouse	Coopers	and	a	
consultancy	firm	Oxford	
Economics.		All	of	these	
professionals	use	credible	
methodologies	generally	
accepted	in	the	economic	field;	
in	contrast	to	the	estimates	
that	are	being	used	by	both	the	
Leave	and	Remain	campaigns.		
It	is	clear	that	there	are	large	
number	of	economists,	
academics	and	businesses	
(particularly	in	the	financial	
sector)	that	believe	leaving	the	
EU	would	have	a	negative	
impact	on	the	economy.		
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	 Japan’s	Prime	Minister,	Shinzo	
Abe,	has	come	out	in	favour	of	
the	UK	remaining	part	of	
Europe.		He	said	to	London’s	
LBC	radio	that	leaving	the	EU	
would	deter	investors.		He	also	
said	that	Japan,	like	the	US,	
viewed	the	UK	as	a	gateway	to	
Europe	and	as	the	world’s	3rd	
largest	economy,	Japan	is	not	a	
voice	to	ignore.		There	are	
presently	around	1,000	
Japanese	companies	operating	
in	the	UK,	employing	around	
140,000	people.		Japan	has	
investments	worth	
approximately	£38	billion.		To	
the	UK,	Japanese	investments	
are	worth	more	than	any	other	
country	outside	the	US.		
Nissan’s	plant	in	Sunderland	is	
the	biggest	car	plant	in	the	UK.			
	

Matthew	Elliott,	the	Chief	Executive	
of	the	‘Vote	Leave’	campaign	said	that	
Japan	also	said	we	would	be	
diminished	if	we	didn’t	join	the	euro	
zone.		That	didn’t	happen.			

	
The	Social	Agenda		

	 	
1.	 We	have	access	to	free	health	

care	within	Europe.			
	
EU	workers	contribute	to	our	
economy	and	as	such,	are	
entitled	to	use	the	services	that	
we	offer	like	the	NHS	and	
education.	
	
The	NHS	spend	more	on	
treating	non	EU	visitors	than	
EU	visitors.		Britain’s	visitors	
cost	Spain’s	healthcare	system	
an	estimated	£39.8	million	a	
year.		Spanish	visitors	to	the	
UK	cost	the	NHS	£3	million	a	
year.		(Figures	from	
www.medigo.com).	
	

They	have	access	to	ours,	thereby	
weakening	the	resources	available	to	
our	own	nationals.		
	

2.	 What	would	happen	to	all	our	
UK	nationals	living	abroad?		
Would	they	have	to	suddenly	
return?		Would	they	be	refused	

We	 would	 no	 longer	 be	 obliged	 to	
provide	 health	 care	 to	 EU	 nationals,	
thereby	 freeing	 the	 NHS	 up	 for	 UK	
nationals.			
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access	to	health	care?			
	

	

3.	 The	NHS	is	already	losing	
autonomy	and	is	losing	more	
and	more	say	whilst	the	
private	sector	continue	to	
infiltrate,	taking	advantages	of	
the	gaps	in	the	NHS	system	and	
charging	much	more	than	the	
NHS	would	to	provide	certain	
services.		
	
Those	who	wish	to	leave	the	
EU	believe	that	the	NHS	would	
be	better	off	if	we	left,	but	
recent	government	figures	
predict	a	huge	black	hole	in	
public	services	if	the	UK	were	
to	leave.		These	government	
figures	estimate	a	potential	
loss	to	the	UK	economy	of	£36	
billion	if	we	leave	the	EU.		
That’s	£36	billion	that	we	no	
longer	have	to	spend	public	
sector	services,	including	the	
NHS.			
	

There	is	a	threat	from	the	EU	that	all	
health	 care	 provisions	 are	
harmonized.	 	 We	 would	 have	 to	
negotiate	on	what	the	NHS	provide.		
	

4.		 Work	to	improve	this	
awareness.		This	is	something	
that	is	not	curtailed	by	being	a	
member	of	the	EU:	this	is	
something	that	our	national	
parliament	could	work	on	to	
better	improve.		The	UN	has	
recently	employed	a	Special	
Envoy	for	Youth:	why	should	
we	not	work	on	generating	an	
increased	sense	of	awareness	
in	our	youth?		When	Scotland	
held	their	referendum	on	
independence,	they	lowered	
the	voting	age	to	16.		Agree	
with	this	or	not,	the	impact	
that	it	had	was	in	fuelling	their	
curiosity	and	levels	of	
engagement.		More	young	
people	felt	included	and	as	
such,	wanted	to	ask	questions.		
If	the	UK	vote	to	remain	part	of	

There	 are	 weaknesses	 in	 the	 way	 in	
which	 the	 EU	 communicates	 policies	
and	initiatives.	 	This	 is	evident	 in	the	
lack	 of	 awareness	 amongst	 people	
about	the	effect	that	the	EU	has	or	has	
had	on	their	lives.			
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a	‘reformed	EU’	(as	per	the	
deal	that	David	Cameron	
negotiated	in	February	2016);	
there	is	no	reason	why	(if	the	
Scottish	government	were	able	
to	do	so),	the	British	
government,	as	a	whole,	
cannot	work	to	promote	a	
grater	awareness	of	the	EU	and	
work	on	generating	a	greater	
sense	of	involvement	amongst	
its	electorate.			
	

5.	 Again,	this	is	irrelevant	to	our	
decision.	People	will	always	
seek	better	opportunities	
wherever	they	go	or	wherever	
they	come	from;	such	is	human	
nature.		This	contributes	to	our	
society	and	fills	in	labour	
shortages:	both	in	skilled	
labour	and	unskilled	labour.		
We	had	economic	migration	
prior	to	becoming	part	of	
Europe	and	we	will	continue	to	
have	it	if	we	leave.			
	

The	 EU	 is	 drained	 of	 professional	
labour	because	our	wages	are	better.		
This	 is	 selfish	 of	 us	 and	 does	 not	
allow	 them	 to	 contribute	 to	 the	
intellectual	 vigour	 of	 their	 own	
country.		
	

6.	 This	would	be	the	case	
whether	we	were	part	of	
Europe	or	not.		If	we	leave,	
having	been	part	of	it	already,	
this	will	fuel	resentment	in	
other	ways.			

The	 fact	 that	 we	 are	 economically	
better	 off	 with	 lower	 rates	 of	
unemployment	 fuels	 resentment	 in	
other	countries	in	the	EU.		
	

	
Supra-National	Legislation			

	
1.	 If	we	wanted	to	trade	with	

Europe,	we	would	still	have	to	
adhere	to	many	of	the	
regulations	in	order	that	the	
same	standard	and	quality	of	
goods	and	services	can	be	
expected	by	European	member	
states.		By	being	part	of	the	EU,	
the	UK	actually	avoids	a	lot	of	
red	tape.	According	to	the	
Economist,	45%	of	our	exports	
go	to	the	EU.		We	are	presently	
part	of	a	28	member	bloc	that	

There	are	too	many	regulations	to	
adhere	to	which	make	trading	with	
Europe,	particularly	for	small	and	
medium	sized	businesses,	costly,	time	
consuming	and	complicated.		
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collapses	the	regulations	of	28	
countries	into	one	overarching	
form	of	regulation.		We	all	
adhere	to	one	EU	standard.		
Not	only	does	this	result	
	in	a	higher	level	of	confidence	
on	the	part	of	the	consumer;	it	
makes	trade	much	easier.			
	

2.	 The	EU	has	introduced	a	
number	of	environmental	
standards	and	targets	that	
have	improved	our	quality	of	
life.			
	

We	are	hardly	likely	to	let	our	
environment	suffer	if	we	leave	the	
EU.		We	are	all	aware	of	the	
detrimental	effects	of	climate	change.		
	

3.	 If	we	repeal	the	European	
Community	Act	1972,	which	
we	would	be	required	to	do,	it	
would	leave	a	huge	legal	
vacuum	in	which	new	
legislation	would	have	to	be	
created.	Not	only	would	this	
affect	business	but	it	would	
also	affect	citizens	and	their	
rights.		
	
In	terms	of	‘a	prisoner’s	right	
to	vote’,	is	that	a	bad	thing?		It	
is	an	interesting	debate.		
Whilst	they	have	committed	an	
offence,	they	are	still	human	
and	as	such,	should	still	be	
permitted	human	rights	as	per	
the	ECHR.		They	have	been	
denied	freedom	as	a	
consequence	of	the	crime/s	
that	they	have	committed.		
What	else	are	these	individuals	
also	expected	to	be	deprived	
of?		Should	we	also	deprive	
them	of	access	to	medical	care;	
or	access	to	protection	from	
the	actions	of	other	prisoners	
whilst	in	there?		There	are	
arguments	in	this	vein	on	both	
sides.	
	
Human	rights	are	something	
that	is	covered	by	the	

We	 will	 no	 longer	 be	 subject	 to	
European	 legislation	and	would	have	
greater	sovereignty	to	adopt	our	own	
legislation	 without	 the	 need	 to	
compromise.	The	EU	started	out	as	a	
Common	 Market	 to	 facilitate	 trade	
and	 this	 is	what	 the	UK	signed	up	 to	
when	 we	 joined	 it	 in	 1973.	 	 Since	
then,	the	EU	has	moved	on	from	that.		
It	 has	 taken	more	 control	 over	 other	
areas:	 borders,	 public	 services	 and	
issues	 such	 as	 a	 prisoner’s	 right	 to	
vote.	
	
We	will	regain	control	over	
employment	law	and	health	and	
safety	legislation.			
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European	Court	of	Human	
Rights.		This	has	nothing	to	do	
with	the	EU.		It	is	an	institution	
of	the	Council	of	Europe.		The	
ECHR	does	not	rule	on	EU	
legislation	(that	is	the	
European	Court	of	Justice).		It	
rules	on	the	European	
Convention	on	Human	Rights.		
It	is	true	that	the	Conservative	
Government	has	said	it	wants	
to	pull	out	of	the	European	
Convention	on	Human	Rights	
and	be	subject	to	a	home	
grown	Bill	of	Rights	but	this	is	
an	entirely	separate	issue	from	
membership	of	the	EU.		If	the	
UK	pulls	out	of	the	EU,	it	will	
still	be	subject	to	the	decisions	
of	the	European	Court	of	
Human	Rights,	which	sits	in	
Strasbourg.			
	
It	would	however,	no	longer	be	
subject	to	the	decisions	of	the	
European	Court	of	Justice,	
which	sits	in	Luxembourg.		
	

4.	 This	is	true	but	again,	these	
things	take	time.			
	

We	will	have	freedom	to	re-negotiate	
fishing	rights.		

	
Complications	and	Technicalities		

	
1.	 It	wouldn’t	just	be	a	matter	of	

creating	new	negotiations	in	
terms	of	trading	with	the	EU	
and	other	non-EU	countries	
with	whom	we	presently	trade	
as	part	of	the	EU	trading	bloc.		
We	would	also	have	to	
negotiate	our	exit	and	remove	
any	EU	provisions	in	current	
national	legislation.		This	will	
be	a	costly	and	lengthy	
process.			
	

	

2.	 We	would	need	to	renegotiate	
membership	of	a	number	of	
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international	organisations.			
	

	
The	Scotland	Question	

	
1.	 Scotland,	who	are	more	keen	

on	being	part	of	the	EU	than	
many	other	parts	of	the	UK,	
may	decide	to	hold	another	
referendum	on	leaving	the	UK	
and	seek	separate	negotiations	
vis-a-vis	joining	Europe.			
	
	

Unlikely	that	they	will	leave	given	
that	the	oil	industry	has	taken	such	a	
blow.		At	the	time	of	the	previous	
referendum	on	Scottish	
independence,	oil	prices	were	much	
higher.		Whilst	there	are	other	
sources	of	income	in	Scotland,	it	
cannot	be	denied	that	the	resources	
from	the	oil	and	gas	industry	were	
substantial.		If	Scotland	voted	to	
leave,	it	is	likely	that	taxes	would	
have	to	be	increased	in	order	to	
continue	to	offer	things	like	free	
higher	education.		
	
When	the	independence	referendum	
was	held	in	September	2014,	the	
world	oil	price	was	$100	a	barrel.		It	
is	now	$40;	however,	the	recent	oil	
crisis	has	meant	that	has	recently	
been	as	low	as	$30.		Add	to	this	the	
low	cost	of	US	fracked	oil	(despite	the	
higher	production	costs	involved).		
According	to	an	article	in	Prospect	
magazine,	the	UK	revenue	from	North	
Sea	oil	and	gas	production	will	be	
‘essentially	zero	for	the	next	5	years’.		
This	equates	to	a	potential	loss	of	
£1,000	per	head	in	Scotland	which	is	
the	equivalent	of	¾	of	the	Scottish	
expenditure	on	education.		Oil	is	a	
volatile	natural	resource.		A	recent	
decline	in	the	oil	prices	would	make	
Scotland	less	inclined	to	leave	the	
safety	of	the	UK.			
	

	
The	Security	Concerns	and	Border	Controls	

	
1.	 Whilst	we	remain	in	the	EU,	

the	UK	has	some	influence	over	
EU	foreign	and	security	policy.		
Whilst	we	would	continue	be	
part	of	NATO,	the	two	work	in	
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parallel	and	complement	the	
other	rather	than	counteract.		
Having	access	to	European	
security	reduces	the	demands	
placed	on	the	UK	army.		It	has	
been	proven	time	and	time	
again	that	economic	sanctions	
work	well	in	avoiding	conflict	
and	a	sanction	from	a	large	
bloc,	such	as	the	EU,	is	a	far	
more	effective	deterrent	than	
that	coming	from	a	small	
country	like	the	UK.		
	

2.		 Working	together	with	
European	intelligence	services,	
we	can	be	stronger	against	
terrorism	as	a	unit	than	as	a	
separate	entity.			

If	we	are	at	risk	or	another	country	is	
at	risk,	it	is	highly	unlikely	that	we	
would	not	continue	to	share	said	
intelligence	in	an	effort	to	keep	the	
world	a	safer	place.			
	
The	US	and	the	UK	have	a	long	history	
of	intelligence	sharing;	particularly	at	
the	height	of	the	Cold	War.		The	
practical	implications	of	this	
relationship	far	outweigh	those	of	
whether	we	are	part	of	Europe	or	not.		
A	dangerous	world	is	a	dangerous	
world	and	we	must	work	together	to	
combat	it.		This	in	itself	outweighs	
any	grandiose	principles	that	are	
encompassed	in	the	many	European	
treaties.			
	

3.	 We	would	lose	the	European	
Arrest	Warrant.	
	

Who	would	notice?		Britain	would	
remain	a	leader	in	the	intelligence	
and	security	stakes.		It	gives	more	to	
the	EU	than	it	gets	back.		Counter-
terrorism	is	driven	by	more	than	a	
sense	of	EU	unity	and	Brussels	had	
little	to	do	with	intelligence	liaison	on	
a	worldwide	scale.			
	

4.			 Freedom	of	movement	of	
citizens	is	culturally	enriching.		
It	has	allowed	study	and	travel	
abroad	and	has	promoted	a	
sharing	of	cultures	and	ideas;	
thereby	prompting	a	greater	
sense	of	unity.		Parts	of	the	UK	

They	take	our	jobs	and	lower	our	
wages.		They	put	a	greater	strain	on	
our	resources	and	they	don’t	all	head	
to	the	less	populated	areas	that	need	
them.		Whilst	it	the	contribution	that	
many	EU	workers	make	to	our	
economy	is	not	denied,	those	same	
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such	as	Scotland	suffer	from	a	
decline	in	population	and	
incoming	workers	from	the	EU	
fill	that	gap.		
	
We	already	have	control	over	
our	borders.		This	means	that	
we	can	check	passports	at	our	
borders	and	refuse	entry	to	
anyone	who	doesn’t	have	the	
valid	identity	documents,	
including	EU	nationals.	This	
isn’t	the	same	as	saying	the	UK	
can	refuse	anyone	from	EU	
countries	if	they	do	have	valid	
documents.			
	
Non-EU	countries	still	adhere	
to	the	freedom	of	movement	
principles.		The	UK	actually	
have	an	opt	out	from	Schengen.		
Ireland	and	the	UK	are	the	
main	ones.		All	4	non-EU	
countries	that	are	part	of	EFTA	
(the	European	Free	Trade	
Association	–	which	the	UK	
was	part	of	before	joining	
Europe	in	1973),	have	signed	
agreements	of	association	in	
relation	to	the	Schengen	
Agreement.		Iceland,	
Liechtenstein,	Norway	and	
Switzerland	are	all	part	of	this.		
	
What	is	Schengen?	
The	Schengen	system	forbids	
countries	from	carrying	out	
systematic	checks	on	anyone	
with	an	EU	passport	from	
entering	the	EU.			
	
The	UK	does	operate	the	
Schengen	Information	System	
(SIS)	which	allows	the	UK	to	
exchange	information	with	
Schengen	countries	for	the	
purposes	of	cooperating	on	
law	enforcement.		If	the	UK	
leave	the	EU,	it	might	lose	

EU	workers	put	a	drain	on	our	public	
services.			
	
We	will	regain	control	over	our	
national	borders.			
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some	of	the	rights	it	has	access	
to	in	this	arena.		That	being	
said,	Norway	participate	in	the	
SIS	without	being	members	of	
the	EU.		
		
The	EU’s	member	countries,	
including	the	UK,	control	the	
EU’s	external	borders	through	
their	own	management	of	
national	borders.		
	
In	terms	of	admitting	refugees,	
the	UK	still	has	national	
control	over	the	asylum	
seeking	process	and	it	has	the	
capacity	to	address	any	such	
development	itself.			
	
In	terms	of	the	threat	of	
terrorism	that	the	UK	faces,	
there	is	a	substantial	amount	
of	home-grown	terrorism,	and	
this	needs	to	be	addressed	
nationally.			
	

5.	 The	UK	is	not	unique	in	
experiencing	a	large	influx	of	
immigration	at	this	present	
time.		Norway	and	Switzerland	
are	both	experiencing	this.		Not	
only	do	they	have	to	adhere	to	
the	Free	Movement	doctrine	in	
order	to	gain	access	to	the	
single	market,	despite	not	
being	part	of	the	EU;	but	they	
influx	of	refugees	from	the	
Middle	East	and	North	Africa	
as	a	result	of	the	war	in	Syria,	
amongst	other	things,	is	
nothing	to	do	with	this.		The	
UK	has	already	obtained	an	
opt-out	from	whatever	is	
agreed	by	the	EU	in	this	
regard.		
	
In	terms	of	the	‘economic	
commodity’	argument:	yes,	but	
being	part	of	the	EU	grants	

The	number	of	immigrants	coming	to	
the	UK	will	be	reduced.		
	
The	principle	of	‘free	movement	of	
workers’	reduces	people	to	an	
economic	commodity.		
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them	many	other	social,	
employment	and	healthcare	
rights.		
	

6.	 Not	so.		Merkel	has	negotiated	
an	agreement	with	Turkey	
who	has	so	far	helped	to	ease	
the	tension	on	countries	such	
as	Greece.		Yes,	this	comes	at	a	
price,	such	as	the	provision	of	
free	movement	for	Turkish	
nationals	in	the	EU.		Whilst	
there	is	a	fear	that	opening	the	
doors	to	more	Turkish	
nationals	may	result	in	
opening	the	door	to	more	
terrorists,	this	does	not	take	
into	account	the	number	of	
‘home	grown’	terrorists.	For	
example,	in	the	recent	Paris	
attacks,	many	of	the	
perpetrators	were	Belgian	
nationals.		If	we	work	on	
making	them	feel	more	
integrated	within	our	society,	
this	may	be	less	of	an	issue	
long	term.		
	

The	EU	has	so	far	exhibited	an	
inability	to	work	together	in	terms	of	
establishing	a	common	agreement	to	
deal	with	the	recent	wave	of	refugees.		
	

7.		 Yes	we	have	an	agreement	
with	France	on	this	but	who	is	
to	say	that	leaving	Europe	will	
not	destroy	our	good	will	
relations	and	encourage	them	
to	look	for	that	relationship	
elsewhere?	(This	also	
mentioned	below).		
	

The	NATO	argument.	Britain’s	
defence	forces	are	hitched	to	this	and	
have	a	number	of	strong	relationships	
with	members	of	NATO,	in	particular	
France.		
	

	
The	Ideological	Perspective/	

Fears	over	Creating	Bad	Relations/	
The	Potential	Effect	for	the	Rest	of	Europe	

	
1.	 The	UK	have	benefitted	from	

the	good	will	of	the	EU	
member	states	in	recent	
negotiations	in	February	2016.		
This	good	will	would	be	at	risk	
of	we	left	despite	this.		The	EU	
as	a	whole	faces	far	greater	

We	 will	 negotiate	 a	 new	 bilateral	
trade	deal	with	the	EU.		 	
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challenges	than	that	of	
establishing	a	new	trade	deal	
with	the	UK.		
	

2.		 If	we	leave,	this	could	spark	a	
domino	effect	that	could	result	
in	the	unraveling	of	Europe.		
This	does	not	bode	well	for	the	
future	of	peaceful	relations	and	
working	together;	working	
together	being	something	that	
is	necessary	in	light	of	our	
present	day	crises’.			
	
As	people	become	more	
nationalist,	they	become	more	
inward	looking	and	more	
xenophobic.		This	breeds	
hatred	and	fosters	more	of	a	
blame	culture.			We	lose	much	
of	the	sense	of	solidarity	that	
being	part	of	Europe	brings.			
	

In	terms	of	history,	we	all	know	what	
a	 nationalist	 agenda	 can	 do	 in	 terms	
of	fueling	conflict.			
	

3.	 Instead	of	worrying	about	how	
to	stabilize	countries	in	the	
Middle	East	and	maintain	the	
status	quo	in	Asia,	the	EU	and	
the	UK	would	spend	
years/decades	negotiating	
their	‘divorce’.		It	is	likely	that	
the	EU’s	centre	would	shift	
eastwards,	thereby	adjusting	
the	EU’s	strategic	outlook.	As	
such,	we	would	be	left	more	on	
the	periphery.			
	

	

4.		 The	United	States	might	find	
the	EU	without	the	UK	less	
effective.		The	US	sees	the	UK	
as	a	‘transatlantic	bridge’	to	
the	rest	of	Europe.			
	

The	US	and	the	UK	have	historical	ties	
that	outweigh	us	leaving	the	EU.		
	

5.	 Despite	said	historical	
alliances,	the	US	may	start	
looking	to	Germany	over	
Europe.		
	

	

6.	 It	would	throw	our	relations	
with	Ireland	into	a	quandary.		
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Presently,	the	Irish	Republic,	
as	part	of	the	EU,	enjoys	a	
common	travel	area	with	the	
UK.		All	of	this	would	have	to	
be	renegotiated.		It	could	re-
ignite	old	flames	of	conflict.		
	

7.		 2010	Lancaster	House	Treaties	
allow	for	a	new	Anglo-French	
defence	relationship,	alongside	
NATO.		They	have	an	agreed	
collaboration	on	nuclear	
weapons	technology	and	
armed	forces.		This	at	the	heart	
of	a	successful	EU	foreign,	
security	and	defence	policy.		If	
the	UK	leaves	Europe,	France	
may	turn	to	other	inter-
governmental	partnerships;	
(they	may	already	be	annoyed	
at	us	for	leaving).		One	option	
would	be	a	Weimar	Group	
alliance:	Poland,	Germany	and	
France.		
	

We	are	still	part	of	NATO.		
Irrespective	of	whether	we	leave,	the	
UK’s	national	and	foreign	security	
policy	will	still	be	intertwined	with	
the	EU.	We/they	will	not	risk	security	
over	a	Brexit.		We	will	continue	to	
cooperate	on	these	issues;	just	as	we	
will	continue	to	cooperate	on	
intelligence	sharing.			
	

8.	 Brexit	goes	against	the	trend	of	
post	Cold	War	international	
relations.		The	increasing	
number	of	EU	member	states	
has	resulted	in	better	
provisions	for	security	and	
prosperity.		If	we	leave	the	EU,	
other	countries	may	follow	suit	
(particularly	those	who	are	not	
part	of	the	Eurozone	and	
already	have	concerns	due	to	
the	recent	refugee	crisis).		If	
they	do	decide	to	hold	their	
own	referendums	and	leave,	it	
opens	the	door	to	more	
influence	from	Russia	on	these	
countries;	particularly	those	
Eastern	European	member	
states	who	were	formerly	
Soviet	satellite	states	up	until	
the	dissolution	of	Communism	
and	the	Fall	of	the	Berlin	Wall	
in	1989.			
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Hungarian	PM	Viktor	Orban	
already	has	close	ties	with	
Moscow	and	they	are	one	of	
the	main	complainers	vis-à-vis	
taking	in	increasing	numbers	
of	refugees	and	the	first	to	
build	a	wall	to	prevent	them	
getting	in.		Both	Hungary	and	
Slovakia	opposed	sanctions	
against	Russia	after	the	
Ukraine	crisis.		In	February	
2015,	President	Putin	visited	
Budapest.			
	
In	terms	of	this	opening	of	the	
door	to	Russian	influence,	
many	feel	(particularly	the	
Czechs),	that	this	would	be	a	
negation	of	all	developments	
since	1989;	so	said	the	Czech	
Prime	Minister	Bohuslav	
Sobotka.			
	

	
The	Alternatives	

	
	 	

The	Norway	Model	
(Iceland	and	Liechtenstein	also)		
	
Norway,	Liechtenstein	and	
Iceland,	as	part	of	the	EEA	
(European	Economic	Area),	
have	full	access	to	the	single	
market.			
	
Financial	contributions:		
If	we	look	at	the	amount	that	
Norway,	as	a	non-EU	member	
state,	has	to	contribute	to	
Europe,	that	figure	is	around	
75	euros	per	capita.		The	
current	per	capital	net	
contribution	from	the	UK	is	
110	euros.	Alternative	figures	
that	have	been	cited	are	that	
Norway’s	contribution	per	
person	to	be	linked	with	the	
EU	is	around	£115	whilst	the	

	
	
	
The	amount	we	pay	Europe	could	be	
used	to	improve	our	NHS,	the	
educational	sector	and	other	services	
provided	by	the	UK.		
	
Nigel	Farage,	(UKIP),	argues	that	if	we	
have	a	deal	like	Norway,	we	will	have	
access	to	the	single	market	but	
without	being	bound	by	EU	
legislation	on	issues	such	as	
agriculture,	justice	and	home	affairs.			
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equivalent	for	a	UK	individual	
is	£220.		Whilst	this	is	our	net	
contribution,	after	rebates,	it	
does	not	take	into	account	the	
benefits	such	as	the	amount	we	
get	back	in	taxes	from	those	
who	work	here.			
	
How	are	those	contributions	
made?		
Norway	contributes	money	to	
the	EU	in	a	different	way	from	
the	EU	member	states.		A	large	
proportion	of	this	is	done	in	
the	form	of	grants	to	less	well	
of	EU	member	states.			
	
National	taxes	in	Norway:		
Let	it	also	be	noted	that	
national	taxes	in	Norway	are	
higher	than	the	ones	we	pay	in	
the	UK.				
	
Whether	in	our	out,	payment	is	
de-rigeur	if	we	want	to	have	
access	to	the	single	market.			
	
The	Implementation	of	EU	
Laws:		
Norway	must	comply	with	EU	
laws	on	a	range	of	issues:	the	
single	market;	competition;	
social	policy;	environmental	
policy;	state	aid;	transport	
policy;	financial	services;	
indirect	taxation;	consumer	
protection	and	company	law.			
	
With	the	exception	of	
agriculture	and	trade	with	
countries	outside	the	EU,	
Norway	is	covered	by	all	the	
significant	EU	laws	that	apply	
to	the	UK.			
	
The	fact	is	that	EU	rules	apply	
to	Norway,	even	though	they	
are	made	by	other	people.			
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So	how	are	these	laws	made?		
As	EU	laws	are	made,	they	are	
passed	to	a	committee	made	
up	of	EU	civil	servants	and	civil	
servants	from	the	EEA	states	to	
be	made	into	laws	that	apply	in	
those	countries.		Norway	will	
be	informally	consulted	on	any	
proposal	for	a	new	EU	law	
made	by	the	European	
Commission	and	Norwegian	
experts	participate	in	putting	
together	the	draft.		Where	
there	are	limitations	for	
Norway	however	are	they	
don’t	have	any	vote	on	the	final	
law	that	is	adopted.			
	
Is	Norway	forced	to	adopt	as	
many	EU	laws	as	it	does?		
No.		They	do	have	something	
called	a	Right	of	Reservation	
that	may	be	used.		However,	
this	is	used	rarely	as	the	EU	
can	suspend	this	part	of	the	
Agreement	in	response;	a	
strong	countermeasure	that	
could	mean	the	shutting	down	
of	EU	market	access.		They	did	
use	it	once	in	2011	when	they	
refused	to	implement	a	Postal	
Services	Directive	that	opened	
up	delivery	of	letters	to	
competitors,	in	order	to	
protect	its	national	postal	
service.		Under	pressure	from	
the	EU,	they	lifted	this	
reservation	in	2013.			
	
Furthermore,	there	are	limits	
this	Right	of	Reservation.		It	
can	only	be	invoked	when	a	
new	law	is	being	brought	in;	
not	retrospectively.		So	if	they	
pass	the	EU	law	and	find	
subsequently	that	it	has	
negative	consequences,	they	
can’t	repeal	it.			
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How	many	laws	are	we	talking	
about?		
In	2014,	Norway	implemented	
627	EU	laws.			
	

	
	 	

The	Swiss	Model		
	
Switzerland	is	not	part	of	the	
EEA	but	is	part	of	EFTA.		They	
have	partial	access	to	the	
single	market.			
	
Switzerland	has	over	100	
treaties	with	the	EU	that	
govern	various	aspects	of	EU-
Swiss	relations.			
	
The	reason	there	are	so	many	
deals	in	the	Swiss	case	is	that	
each	deal	has	limited	scope.		If	
the	UK	were	to	establish	a	
similar	relationship,	it	would	
have	to	negotiate	a	new	
agreement	every	time	it	
wanted	to	add	something	else.			
	
Let	us	posit	the	argument	that	
the	UK	has	over	greater	
autonomy	in	terms	of	
legislation.		A	study	of	all	laws	
passed	by	the	Swiss	
Parliament	between	1990	and	
2010	found	that	just	under	a	
third	was	to	meet	EU	legal	
requirements;	with	only	a	
quarter	being	passed	to	meet	
Switzerland-EU	treaty	
obligations.		The	rest	was	
passed	because	the	Swiss	
Parliament	took	its	own	
decision	to	do	so	because	it	
thought	it	was	a	good	idea	r	to	
protect	Swiss	interests	in	its	
relations	with	the	EU.	Instead	
of	laws	constantly	flowing	into	
its	legal	system,	as	is	the	case	
with	Norway,	they	change	

	
	
	
This	system	does	not	involve	EU	laws	
flowing	into	the	national	legal	system,	
as	it	does	in	Norway.		Switzerland	is	
part	of	EFTA	but	not	part	of	the	EEA.		
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their	laws	where	a	treaty	
requires	it	or	if	they	think	it	is	
a	good	idea.		
	

	 	
The	Canada	Model		
	
The	proposed	Comprehensive	
Economic	and	Trade	
Agreement	(CETA)	between	
the	EU	and	Canada	is	a	more	
limited	version	of	the	Swiss	
treaties	in	so	far	as	it	tries	to	
cover	all	grounds	in	one	single	
agreement.			
	
However,	CETA	offers	less	
market	access	in	areas	like	
financial	services;	one	of	the	
UK’s	main	exports.		It	provides	
only	limited	market	access	for	
gods	and	services	as	each	
country	can	restrict	entry	
where	necessary	to	protect	
things	like	public	health,	
consumers	or	the	
environment.		
	
So	far,	this	deal	has	taken	7	
years	to	negotiate	and	talks	are	
still	ongoing.		Negotiations	on	
Canada’s	deal	with	the	EU	
were	announced	in	May	2009	
and	although	the	EU	says	that	
they	were	completed	in	2014,	
it	hasn’t	yet	been	brought	into	
force	as	there	are	still	some	
legal	technicalities	to	iron	out.		
CETA	still	needs	to	be	
approved	by	the	EU’s	Council,	
Parliament	and	perhaps	each	
individual	member	state.			
	

	
	
	
This	system	does	not	involve	EU	laws	
flowing	into	the	national	legal	system,	
as	it	does	in	Norway.			
	
	

	 Another	option	is	that	the	UK	re-join	EFTA,	which	the	UK	left	in	1973	
on	joining	the	EEC.		The	UK	would	be	covered	by	a	Most	Favoured	
Nation	(MFN)	status	under	the	terms	of	the	World	Trade	Agreement.		
However,	the	UK,	under	this	option,	could	still	face	a	hike	in	tariffs.			
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Conclusion		
	
The	Out	Campaign	argues	that	the	UK	economy	would	be	liberated	from	the	
excessive	burdens	of	regulations	and	restrictions	that	come	from	being	a	
European	member	state.		They	see	a	future	outside	of	Europe	as	being	something	
like	a	Phoenix	like	future:	rising	from	the	ashes	victoriously.		The	UK	would	be	
liberated	from	the	weight	of	EU	institutions,	their	decision	making	processes	and	
from	the	existing	pattern	of	external	relations.		
	
The	Remain	Campaign,	meanwhile,	see	an	exit	from	Europe	as	something	that	is	
more	akin	to	a	Titanic	disaster.		The	role	and	influence	of	the	UK	would	shrink.		
Other	European	member	states	may	in	turn	argue	whether	our	permanent	seat	
on	the	UN	Security	Council	has	merit.		We	would	lose	the	ability	to	address	a	
wide	range	of	foreign	policy	and	security	issues	via	a	multi-lateral	format	with	27	
other	member	states.		The	current	EU	foreign	policy	making	system	doesn’t	
allow	non-European	member	states	to	participate.			
	
The	EU	does	listen	to	us.		This	was	proven	in	February	2016	when	Cameron	
negotiated	changes	for	the	UK	and	obtained	a	special	status	agreement.		No	other	
member	state	has	this.		We	are	already	in	a	favourable	position:	why	put	that	at	
risk	by	delving	into	the	unknown?		
	
Michael	Heseltein,	a	former	Conservative	MP,	is	now	83	and	a	Baron.		He	recalls	
the	wars	that	preceded	the	creation	of	a	European	Union	(to	which	the	European	
Coal	and	Steel	Community	was	the	forerunner).		‘I	know	why	Europe	exists’	he	
said	in	an	interview	with	LBC	radio.		‘It	exists	because	of	a	generation	of	people	
my	age	who	said:	it	must	never	happen	again’.			
	
After	the	devastation	of	WW2,	Winston	Churchill	called	for	a	United	States	of	
Europe	(although	this	was	not	initially	to	include	the	English	speaking	countries,	
who	would	nonetheless	support	the	union).		Five	years	later,	French	Foreign	
Minister	Robert	Schumann	proposed	the	European	Coal	and	Steel	Community	
that	prevented	the	likelihood	of	France	and	Germany	ever	going	to	war	against	
each	other	again.			
	
Heseltein	said	in	the	same	LBC	interview	that	whilst	he	agrees	that	there	are	
certain	issues	with	Europe	and	things	that	are	not	perfect;	‘by	God’,	he	said,	
‘there’s	a	lonely	world	for	people	who	think	that	you	can	push	off	into	the	middle	
of	the	Atlantic’.			
	
It	is	true	that	without	the	EU	we	will	still	remain	part	of	NATO,	one	of	the	
provisions	of	which	is	not	to	go	to	war	with	another	member	of	NATO.		Boris	
Johnson	has	argued	that	NATO	is	the	real	peacekeeper,	not	the	EU.		However,	we	
must	also	consider	the	positive	implications	that	the	economy	and	trade	have	on	
preventing	wars.		The	whole	reason	that	the	US	decided	to	drop	the	sanctions	on	
Iran	were	in	an	effort	to	improve	relations	and	put	a	stop	to	the	proliferation	of	
nuclear	weapons.		That	agreement	was	reached	on	an	economic	basis.		The	
current	NATO	Secretary	General,	Jens	Stoltenberg,	has	said:	‘A	strong	UK	at	the	
heart	of	Europe	is	good	for	NATO.		It’s	good	for	our	security	and	a	fragmented	
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Picture	
Source:	Prospect	
Magazine		

Europe	is	bad	for	our	security’.			
	
There	are	concerns	that	leaving	the	EU	would	put	peace	at	risk.		In	light	of	the	
recent	terrorist	attacks	and	growing	influence	of	Isis,	Cameron	has	said	that	it	
‘takes	a	network	to	defeat	a	network’.			
	
One	of	the	ideas	of	Europe	was	that	of	a	Europe	that	not	only	supported	
democracy	but	spread	it.		The	EU	promotes	ideas	of	democracy	and	fairness	and	
any	country	that	wishes	to	become	part	of	Europe	has	to	adhere	to	its	
democratic	ideas.		Failing	to	do	so	prohibits	them	from	joining.			
	
Let	us	look	at	the	level	of	influence	the	UK	feels	it	has	in	Europe.		There	is	a	gap	
between	the	UK’s	perception	of	the	influence	that	it	has	and	the	view	that	others	
view	it	has.		Other	EU	countries	see	the	UK	as	being	the	third	most	influential	
country	in	the	EU,	after	Germany	and	France	(the	two	most	influential	countries	
in	bringing	about	the	union	in	the	first	place);	irrespective	of	the	fact	that	it	is	not	
part	of	the	euro	zone.		Furthermore,	according	to	an	article	in	Chatham	House’s	
‘World	Today’	publication,	the	UK	apparently	has	the	second	highest	
favourability	rating	in	the	EU,	only	behind	Sweden.		This	might	change	if	we	left.			
	
President	Obama	has	said	that	he	does	not	believe	the	EU	moderates	British	
influence	in	the	world;	if	anything,	it	magnifies	it.			
	
Many	EU	nationals	are	indifferent	to	whether	we	leave	or	stay	and	think	that	the	
brunt	of	that	decision	is	something	that	will	be	borne	by	the	UK	alone.		Many	of	
them	already	see	us,	whether	geographically	or	philosophically,	as	already	
partially	detached:	we	are	outside	the	euro	zone,	outside	Schengen	and	have	a	
reputation	for	being	difficult	and	wanting	special	treatment.					
	
The	world’s	eyes	are	upon	us.		Big	global	players	such	as	Russia,	China	and	India,	
await	an	increased	market	share	in	the	event	that	the	UK	leaves.		There	are	many	
who	are	willing	to	pick	up	the	UK’s	market	share;	both	inside	and	outside	
Europe.			It	is	us	who	have	the	say,	on	23rd	June	2016,	whether	the	UK	rises	from	
the	ashes	like	a	‘Phoenix’	or	plunges	into	the	ocean	like	the	‘Titanic’.	
	


